
ASTROLOGY GUIDE AND ORACLE DECK

Astrol-OG: The Deck



This deck contains cards split into four distinct 
categories which include: Planets/Cosmos, Zodiac 

Signs, Aspects and Houses. The cards in each 
category contain associated symbols, images and 

keywords. Use the following chart below as a 
reference while learning and understanding:

Astro Intro



SUN
Rules: Leo | 5th House 

All about self and how you portray yourself to be

moon
Rules: Cancer | 4th House 

The state of your emotions and inner/hidden feelings

mercurymercury
Rules: Gemini/Virgo | 3rd & 6th House 

What’s on your mind...how and what do you discover

venus
Rules: Taurus/Libra | 2nd & 7th House 

How you love, recognize beauty, receive & give pleasure

earth
Rules: N/A | Rules: N/A | *Not traditionally used in astrology/natal chart

Discovering purpose, physical reality, lessons learned

mars
Rules: Aries/Scorpio | 1st House

Your desires, passions and willingness for conflict

Planets/Cosmos



jupiter
Rules: Sagittarius | 9th House 

The essence of optimism, hope and doing it big

saturn
Rules: Capricorn | 10th House 

Self-discipline & the patience to work for what you want

uranusuranus
Rules: Aquarius | 11th House 

Enlightenment, changes, breakdowns & breakthroughs

neptune
Rules: Pisces | 12th house 

Exploring the mystical; Accepting what can’t be explained

pluto
Rules: Scorpio | 8th HouseRules: Scorpio | 8th House

How you dig deep & uncover illusions & misconceptions

lilith
+ : irresistible, sexual fantasies, alluring, freedom, occult
- : evil, dangerous, destruction, possessive, manipulation



chiron
+ : healing wounds, teaching from experience, transmuting 

- : feeling useless, worthless, abandoned, tough critic

juno
+ : compromise, marriage, empowerment, true love, union

- : betrayal, infidelity, inequality, complications, spousal abuse

vestavesta
+ : dedication, home & family, organized, focus, determined
- : lack of focus, insecurity, family issues, promiscuity, denial

comet
+ : messages, pleasant surprises, epiphanies, phenomena 

- : disaster, rumors, worry, anticipating the worst, abnormalities

north node
+ : fulfillment, development, soul growth, alignment, destiny+ : fulfillment, development, soul growth, alignment, destiny

- : fear of unknown, avoidance, doubt, not following path

south node
+ : natural abilities, talents, comfort, the past, beneficial

- : stagnancy, minimal growth potential, easy route



aries 
+ : adventurous, courageous, passionate, assertive, lively

- : arrogant, stubborn, impulsive, confrontational, inconsiderate 

taurus 
+ : generous, patient, down to earth, independent, dependable 

- : self indulgent, lazy, stubborn, materialistic, possessive

geminigemini
+ : witty, versatile, intellectual, inquisitive, adjustable 
- : inconsistent, indecisive, anxious, lack of direction

cancer
+ : faithful, loving, sensitive, protective, emotional, nurturing

- : moody, overemotional, pessimistic, suspicious, jealous

leo
+ : loyal, energetic, confident, straightforward, supportive+ : loyal, energetic, confident, straightforward, supportive

- : egotistical, arrogant, impatient, argumentative, dominating

virgo
+ : intelligent, analytical, practical, organized, reliable

- : overcritical, conservative, judgmental, harsh

Zodiac Signs



libra
+ : diplomatic, charming, romantic, friendly, fair

- : lazy, detached, superficial, unreliable, indecisive

scorpio
+ : passionate, competitive, deep, intuitive, magnetic

- : jealous, secretive, manipulative, resentful, petty, vengeful

sagittariussagittarius
+ : philosophical, extroverted, adventurous, independent

- : careless, impatient, inconsistent, irresponsible, blind optimism

capricorn
+ : practical, successful, patient, ambitious, wise, disciplined
- : stubborn, pessimistic, too serious, materialistic, workaholic

aquarius
+ : friendly, creative, loyal, altruistic, caring, humanitarian+ : friendly, creative, loyal, altruistic, caring, humanitarian

- : detached, inconsistent, unpredictable, rebellious, disrespectful

pisces
+ : kind, imaginative, intuitive, selfless, creative, compassionate

- : lazy, idealistic, escapist, pessimistic, insecure, addictions



1ST HOUSE
Sign: Aries | The House of Self-Expression
personality, physical appearance, identity

2ND HOUSE
Sign: Taurus | The House of Material Goods

money, values, resources

3RD HOUSE3RD HOUSE
Sign: Gemini | The House of Communication

verbal expression, intellect, thoughts

4TH HOUSE
Sign: Cancer | The House of Home

childhood, family, roots

5TH HOUSE
Sign: Leo | The House of PleasureSign: Leo | The House of Pleasure

love affairs, personal pleasure, children

6TH HOUSE
Sign: Virgo | The House of Work
health, work, obligation, service

Houses



7TH HOUSE
Sign: Libra | The House of Partnerships

marriage, partnerships, cooperation

8TH HOUSE
Sign: Scorpio | The House of Transformation
secrets, sexual needs, occult, death, rebirth

9TH HOUSE9TH HOUSE
Sign: Sagittarius | The House of Learning

religion, travel, philosophy, consciousness

10TH HOUSE
Sign: Capricorn | The House of Status

career, social status, achievements, direction

11TH HOUSE
Sign: Aquarius | The House of CommunitySign: Aquarius | The House of Community

friendship, collaboration, organizations

12TH HOUSE
Sign: Pisces | The House of Subconscious
all things hidden, completion, spirituality



TRINE
Angle: 120° | Harmonic

flowing energy, comfort, consistent action, developing  

SQUARE
Angle: 90° | Dynamic

tension, action/reaction, difficulties, compromise

SEXTILESEXTILE
Angle: 60° | Harmonic

energy, creation, complementary, inspiring, helpful

CONJUNCTION
Angle: 0° | Neutral

union, concentration, merging, combined energy

OPPOSITION
Angle: 180° | DynamicAngle: 180° | Dynamic

internal conflict, contrast, reflection, tests, balance

Aspects



This deck is multifaceted and can be used in many 
ways such as:

DISCOVERY/STUDY GUIDE
There are many websites where you can access your natal 

(birth) chart for free. Once you access your natal chart, use the 
cards in the deck to learn more about your placements and 

combinations.

ORACLE DECK FOR DIVINATIONORACLE DECK FOR DIVINATION
This deck is an effective divination tool that can be used to 
gain clarity on different aspects of your life. Use the theme 

and key words as your guide. Reversals can be incorporated to 
gain additional insight. Reversals for planets can signal 

retrograde-type energy and for zodiac signs/aspects they can 
illustrate the shadow side of the energy.

LEARNING & UNDERSTANDINGLEARNING & UNDERSTANDING
Current transits can be mapped out to better understand the 
energies and influence. The cards can also be used to better 

understand tarot and the astrological correlations. 

Using The Deck



DISCOVERY/STUDY GUIDE
Excerpt of example natal chart:

The Sun in Pisces and in the 6th house illustrate your ego and 
sense of self being tied to your intuition, work and 

responsibilities. The work that you do is important to your 
identity. With the sun in Pisces, you could feel like you’re IN 
the world, but not OF the world. In order to feel good about 
yourself, you must be aligned with your truth and be able to 
do and produce work that makes you proud. You will most 
likely choose an occupation that will allow you to express likely choose an occupation that will allow you to express 

yourself and create your own schedule. There must be 
flexibility in your daily routine as Pisces is a water sign that 
ebbs and flows. You could be highly sensitive to criticism 

about yourself and your work.



ORACLE DECK FOR DIVINATION
Shuffle the cards while asking a question. Feel free to use a 

spread or simply choose cards when you feel ready. 
Example question:

What will be my focus for the next month?

The key themes on the cards displayed are fate, harmony, 
material goods and love. This is a time of synchronicity and 
alignment! There will be good news, luck and opportunity 

regarding your love life and finances. Fated events are set to 
take place in your life so it’s important to remain positive and 
accepting of what’s to come. You could be meeting someone 
who makes you feel secure and wants to assist you financially. 
This could also be the presence of a romantic partner whom This could also be the presence of a romantic partner whom 
you will be able to build a business and/or foundation with. 

Your path is becoming more clear as your move towards your 
destiny. All the pieces of the puzzle are beginning to come 
together and you will be inspired by the beautiful changes 

regarding financial stability and romance. 



LEARNING & UNDERSTANDING
Gain a better understanding of current planet placements 

and transits. For example: Sun conjunct Moon

Sun conjunct Moon transit puts the focus on personal areas of 
your life. The Sun has you more focused on home, feelings, 
emotions and your close relationships (especially family). It 
also shines the light on any hidden or unresolved issues so 

they can be positively solved. This transit brings an alignment 
between emotions and practicality.

The deck can also be used in tandem with tarot cards to learn 
more about the Major Arcana and different suits:

The Justice card in tarot (as pictured above right) is associated with 
the energy of Libra.


